
GRADUATE STUDY IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

The Department provides educational opportunities for individuals interested in careers in site planning, design,
and management of town, rural, and wilderness environments. The Department offers two graduate degrees:
Master of Landscape Architecture and Master of Science in Town and Regional Planning.

MLA - Advanced Professional Degree: A two year program of self-directed study requiring a
high degree of personal and professional motivation. BLA required for admission.

MLA - First Professional Degree: A three-year accredited program available for candidates
with a previous baccalaureate in a field other than landscape architecture.

MS - A two year program emphasizing planning for large areas with dispersed populations
and an economic base in agriculture, energy development, and natural resources.

Formal areas of specialization are provided in conjunction with other colleges and departments on campus.
These are: Land Rehabilitation/Revegetation, Water Resources, Public Lands and Recreation, Small Town
Rehabilitation, Visual Assessment, and Academic/Research Practice.

For complete program descriptions and application, write to: Graduate Program Coordinator
LAEP Department
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322-4005

Application deadline for scholarship consideration is January 15.
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Redesigned in 1993, the JOURNAL OF GARDEN HISTORY addresses
itself to readers with a serious interest in the subject, and is now
established asthe main place in which to publish scholarlywork on
garden history. While the journal’s main emphasis is on
documentation of individual gardens in all parts of the world,
articles on other topics -- iconography, aesthetics, botany and
horticulture, technology, social and economic history, conservation
and restoration of historic gardens, geography, history of ideas m
are welcomed. From time to time issues are centred around
themes, for example, the Anglo-Dutch garden in the age of
William and Mary, eighteenth-century gardens ofthe Chesapeake,
and gardens of the Ancient Mediterranean, and rediscovering the
British garden.

Garden and cultural historians.

Volume 14 (1994), Quarterly, ISSN 0144-5170
Institutional: US$191 / £114, Personal: US$84/£49
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Between the
Landscape
and Its Other
Paul Vanderbilt
In this book, the pioneer of "iconography" explains and
illustrates his most important ideas about visual images.
Between tae Landscape and Its Otaer features fifty pairings of
Paul Vanderbilt’s landscape photographs from the 1960s ~vith
archival photographs from the renowned collection he
developed. In each case the images appear unrelated. But
connections emerge intuitively--according to Vanderbilt, by
the same unconscious process that organizes mental images
into complex and revealing composites.

160 pages, 117 duotone photographs, $50.00 hardcover

The Johns Hopkins University Press
Hampden Station, Baltimore, Maryland 21211 ¯ To order, call 1-800-537-5487.

We ~ad no need to
look to any distant,

abstract turn, for all
around, t~is aome-

grown peace was all
we had to know.

FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED
aN> BOSTON

PARK SYSTEM

Franklin Park Woodland Path

Cynthia Zaitzevsky
"~his] booktells the story of a park system that was once perhaps the finest in the nation.
It’s full of scholarly history, yet readable and fresh, filled with illuminating maps and plans
and with achingly lovely period photographs of the magical places Olmsted created out
of what had previously been, so often, dreary wastelands."

--Robert Campbell, Boston Globe
"One of the many merits of this clea~ly written, carefully documented, and handsomely
illustrated Ebook] is that it represents a significant contribution to the relatively recent
growth of two interrelated specializations: the historiography of landscape architecture
and the practice of preservation, restoration, and adaptive reuse of historically significant
landscapes." ~lbert Fein, Lc~ndscopeJournol

Harvard University Press
Cambridge, MA 02138 (617) 495-2480
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Hypothetical plan view of a structure installed
in reaches of a high-gradient stream.

Trout Stream
Therapy
Robert L. Hunt
Twenty-one successful, fidd-tested
techniques for restoring healthy trout
habitats in midwestern streams. An

invaluable reference and fidd guide.
Full-color illustrations and photo-

graphs throughout.

~ ~ Anyone interested in ensuring

healthy trout streams will want to
have this highly informative book. No

other publication has made so much so

easily undcrstood’--Gary Borger

~ ~ The work will be important

to professional biologists who
work in Wisconsin and on streams

elsewhere that resemble those Hunt
describes. It will also appeal to lay

persons, such as stream property
owners, anglers, and members of
conservation groups .... The books

on this subject are few, and none that

I know of accomplishes what this one
does."--Ray J.White, Ph.D., Private

Fish Habitat Consultant, Edmonds,
Washington

$19.95 Paper $39.95 Cloth
A North Coas~ Book

Letters from
Alaska
John Muir

Edited by Robert Engberg and
Bruce Merrell
During the years 1879 and 1880 ~Iohn

Muir traveled the waters of southeast-

ern Alaska in a Tlingit Indian dugout

canoe. Letters from Alaska follows
Muir on these voyages in a series of
articles he wrote for the San Francisco

Daily Evening Bulletin. These
"letters" are collected and republished

here for the first time in more than a
century, accompanied by an introduc-

tion and notes by Robert Engberg and
Bruce Merrell.

Paper $12.95 Cloth $30.00

"I never saw Alaska looking better
than it did yesterday, when we
bade farewell to Sum Dum and
pushed on northward up the coast
toward Tahkou .... Over the
mountains and over the broad
white-bosoms of the glaciers the
sunbeams poured, rosy and warm
as ever fell on a field of ripe wheat,
drenching the forests and kindling
the glassy waters of the bay and
the icebergs in a perfect bhze of
colored light. Every living thing
seemed joyful, and nature’s work
went on with enthusiastic activity.
¯.. "--John Muir

Prescribing
the Life of
the Mind
An Essay on the Purpose of the Univer-
sity, the Aims of Liberal Education, the

Competence of Citizens, and the

Cultivation of Practical Reason
Charles W. Anderson
In the midst of fictions at war in
today’s universities, Charles W.
Anderson argues that the development
of the capacity for practical reason can
provide a unifying focus for the
educational mission of the university
and an integrating theme for the
liberal arts curriculum.

Cloth $22.95

The University of Wisconsin Press
114 N. Murray St., Madison, WI
53715-1199 ¯ ?¢IC & VISA
(608) 262-8782 ¯ FAX 262-7560



I
Design a Landscape

Allan B. Jacobs

"A true contribution to the literature in cities and
urban design."- Laurie D. Olin, Hanna/Olin, Ltd.

Which are the world’s best streets, and what are the
physical, designable characteristics that make them
great? With more than 200 illustrations Great Streets
offers a wealth of information on street dimension,
plans, sections, and patterns of use.
352 pp., 242 illus. $50.00

Yves Abrioux

312 pp., 110-4-color illus., 10 two-color illus.,
241 b&w illus. $50.00

John Dixon Hunt

300 pp., 127 illus. $35.00

Now in paperback

Charles W. Moore, William J. Mitchell, and William Turnbull, Jr.

"Here at last is a book destined to restore a more affectionate
and personal relationship with the garden. Charmingly

written, profusely illustrated, this handsome book
introduces the reader to the beauty and wide variety of

gardens -from the landscape designs of ancient China and
India to those of Capability Brown and Walt Disney and the

modern American suburban homeowner." - John B. Jackson,
landscape historian

272 pp., 494 illus. $17.50 paper

edited by Mark Treib

These twenty-two essays provide a rich forum for
assessing the tenets, accomplishments, and limits of
modernism in landscape architecture and for

formulating ideas about possible directions for the
future of the discipline.
276 pp., 285 illus. $45.00

edited by Monique Mosser & Georges Teyssot

544 pp., 652 illus., including 130 4-color plates $125.00

The MIT Press
Atfine bookstores or toll-free 1.800.356.0343 (US & Canada)

The MiT Press 55 Hayward Street, Cambridge MA 02142


